Product Description
PowerRail, an M-1003 AAR Certified Quality Company, is now manufacturing and providing high and low profile Elliptic Springs for EMD Style GP Blomberg Trucks and Bogies, with individual leafs and nest assemblies included.
Our springs are MADE IN USA with superb quality and a 2 Year Warranty for all locomotive weights.

Options
We offer commonly used and complete assembly part numbers E8106539 and E8354463 and the individual leafs for both assemblies.

- E8106539 nest for locomotive weight up to 268K lbs.
- E8354463 nest for locomotive weights 268k to 288k lbs.
- E8413510 nest for locomotive weight over 288k lbs.
- E9568083 for low profile OEM single shoe rigging trucks.
- E8100102 for AAR Universal Switcher Trucks.
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